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ABSTRACT
Emotive virtual agents are seen to be a valuable tool in various research domains, including human studies, training, entertainment, and medicine. However, systems that primarily
focus on social-emotional agents are largely domain-focused,
or require ample customization to make them usable. The
importance of agents that display social emotions and behaviors is underscored by the use of social strategies such as favors and ledgers in negotiation contexts, as well as in other
domains. A set of core design principles for the next generation of virtual agents is proposed that will result in more robust and varied virtual agents. This early-stage extended
abstract serves to illustrate the core principles and continuing
research efforts regarding social virtual agents.
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1. Why emotional virtual agents?
Virtual agents are widely used in many tasks, from mediated negotiation tasks [7] to elaborate training systems. Designing virtual humans is a multidisciplinary task, involving
not only classical problems of classification and machine
learning, but also myriad topics in graphics, animation, natural language processing, and cognitive science. However, at
the core of many applications of virtual humans is a necessity
to have a clear behavioral model that can be informed by the
various input channels and produce believable output behaviors on the virtual character. While there is no strict requirement that the behavior that virtual humans demonstrate be
completely identical to that of real humans, systems that are
informed by data collected from behavioral studies on humans
have shown to be both believable and effective [6]. However,
there are many situations, even outside the realm of entertainment, where virtual agents may actually be superior to
humans in the same context, such as in the elicitation of patient information [10].
One avenue of research that seems particularly promising is
the analysis of virtual humans as training agents that provide
feedback on various tasks, including negotiation and conflict
resolution. While there is ample evidence that the framing of
partners as virtual agent or human has a strong effect in variAppears in: Proceedings of the 14th International Conference on
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ous economic games and negotiations [4], there is relatively
little work regarding their effectiveness as virtual coaches.
Some work has been done on providing simulations of crowds
as a dynamic feedback mechanism during public speaking [1],
and we wish to extend this work to analyze virtual human
coaches in a one-on-one context. Virtual humans are often
shown to have less affect than a similar virtual avatar that is
controlled by a human [11], but this seeming limitation may
actually be beneficial, as it allows them to provide feedback
in a more direct and clear manner without risking potential
social consequences. As an example that builds on the politeness theory work of Brown and Levinson [2], one future aim
is to build virtual humans that can provide feedback that follows various politeness strategies, with the expectations that
virtual humans will be able to provide certain types of feedback in a superior way to human tutors.

2. Why social emotions?
Though there is profound debate regarding the number and
classification of emotions, emotions are accepted as having a
profound influence upon human behavior. In addition to allowing predictions to be made concerning the intentions of
intelligent actors, understanding and appropriately modeling
emotions allows more realistic computational agents to be
built that more closely mimic actual human behavior. Furthermore, appraisal theory allows inferences to be made regarding general mood, as well as specific emotional state.
Current computational models, while powerful in analyzing
intrapersonal factors, largely do not account for emotional
states that rely on interpersonal factors. The ‘social emotions’
such as embarrassment, shame, and guilt (and to a lesser extent, mirth and pity) rely on an analysis of the interactions
between multiple actors. It is well known that interpersonal
factors such as smiles do indeed affect emotional expression,
as was demonstrated experimentally [9].
Indeed, not all agents in a given social situation are treated
similarly. It has been shown that amusement is more often
displayed in social situations when paired with a partner who
is a friend rather than a stranger [13]. The important role of
social context has likewise been examined; the status of relationships between parties is, perhaps unsurprisingly, important in determining the strength and nature of the parties’
exhibited emotions [14].
To lend further credence to the importance of social emotions, it is important to analyze their purposes as well as their
causes. Parkinson argues that one function may be the communication of core relational themes: in the case of guilt, one
agent is trying to communicate the idea of self-blame to the
other party [15]. If this is interpreted as evidence that the

action preceding this display is less likely to be repeated, then
the display of guilt has obvious game theoretic ramifications.
Furthermore, such signals have been shown to affect relationship factors such as trust, as well as physiological responses
[5].

3. Systems that use social emotional agents
The immediate motivation behind this work is to inform the
design of virtual humans for teaching negotiation skills, by
validating the effectiveness of human negotiation tactics in a
virtual context. Virtual humans have shown promise for
teaching a variety of interpersonal skills [8]. An important
aspect of such teaching is deliberate practice, usually with
human role-players. Virtual humans can augment this training
by serving as role-playing partners that are infinitely patient,
always consistent with pedagogical principles, and able to
explain their behavior in terms of course lessons. Some research has already explored the potential of virtual humans
for negotiation training [1][3], and work has already been
completed that builds upon this body of research and extends
its applicability to situations where negotiations repeat over
time. These negotiating agents incorporate more complex
forms of signaling, such as natural-language dialog, [12] and
sometimes involve sophisticated virtual embodiment [3].
Although some research has sought to provide a foundation
for using these richer communication channels (e.g., [4] provides a framework for emotional signaling), most of this research has focused on short-term interactions and single negotiations. For a full treatment of the subject of Pareto-efficient
over time negotiations, see the author’s full paper in this
year’s AAMAS proceedings.
Due to the importance of displaying robust agents with social emotions as well as the necessity of testing them with real
humans, future systems should make use of the following
design goals:
•
•

•
•

Human-informed – while virtual humans need not act
just as humans do, their behavior should be informed by
actual behavioral studies using humans.
Generalizable to a domain – making generic agents
within a domain (negotiating agents, conversational
agents, question/answer agents) is a key goal.
Easily customizable – being able to quickly adjust dialogue, goals, and even personality should be a priority.
Relationship-focused – social-emotional agents will
benefit from remembering the results of past encounters.

4. Future work
While in traditional thought the feature recognition problem is often seen as entirely separate from the feature generation problem, in virtual agent design this line appears to blur.
Designing an agent that recognizes favor-exchange in negotiation leads logically to agents that can exchange favors
themselves. Likewise, the need for agents that can give feedback using different politeness face-saving techniques informs
the design of natural language understanding systems that can
recognize politeness. When informed by actual humanbacked data, the feature selection process can become more
efficient. The construction of the proposed social-emotional
agents is thus anticipated to follow a three-step process.
1.

Human studies involving a human participant and a virtual character controlled through a “Wizard of Oz” sys-

2.
3.

tem by a researcher will be used to experimentally validate features of interest, such as favor exchange or politeness.
Virtual agents will be designed to generate a wide range
of these social-emotional behaviors.
The virtual agents will be validated against further human studies that verify that these behaviors are relevant
to the context-specific goals.
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